Popsicle Ad Checklist

Does your ad contain the following important information about the big Popsicle day? Use the checklist to make sure you have included everything in your ad!

_____ What (Popsicle tasting)
_____ Who (Mrs. Egbers’ Enrichment Class to all 2nd graders)
_____ When (Tues., Nov. 24 at 2nd grade lunchtime, 11:55 a.m.–12:40 p.m.)
_____ Where (Indy cafeteria)
_____ Colorful, BIG pictures!
_____ Include how it is YUMMY!
_____ Include how it is HEALTHY for ALL (no sugar, avoided allergies)!
_____ Ingredients (cherries, bananas, strawberries, oranges, water not dairy)
For those of you speaking/acting, remember.....

*Speak loudly!

*Speak clearly!

*Add humor

*Use an interesting voice

*Act it out